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In this project when the professor first told us about “repurposing” our first assignments I 

thought that we were going to take our assignments and redo them but with a different 

purpose since it was called “repurpose.” In the beginning, I didn’t know what the 

professor wanted us to do until she posted the second class session in which it 

explained clearly what I needed to do because it stated the questions that we needed to 

answer and all of the requirements that we needed to have.Also when the professor 

shared to us the second class session she gave me some sort of head start and I knew 

where I was heading and what I needed to do. My initial plans for the website were to 

combine my discourse community, which is SEEK and my genre, which is Health but I 

couldn’t think of something to make them work together so I only chose my discourse 

community in which I could talk more and I also could have made it better because it 

was easier than my genre which it would make it harder for me to make it creative and 

fun. In the process of making this website I had changed the table of contents because 

it had what each page will be about but it didn’t have actual links so I had to learn how 

to insert a link into google slides by googling it and then I had to change them to actual 

links. The feedback that I received was fair because my classmates said that I needed 

to include more images to make it better and I did that which made the website look 



better and also they commented on the links, which there were no links, so I added 

them. Something that I would change if I had to do the project all over again is that I 

would combine my discourse community of SEEK with my genre of Health because that 

way I can talk about how SEEK helps college students be successful and what impact 

that has on their overall health, which can be being more motivated to study, having 

less chance of being stressed out by exams and even having a better attitude towards 

life because by us having good memories in the SEEK program we remember it for life 

and we use those skills in our own lives once we graduate so that we may be better 

persons in the future.  


